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Summary 

We show that general relativity is important both qualitatively 

and quantitatively for interpreting the observed parameters of X-ray 

bursters. Stringent upper limits for the radius and aass of a 

neutron star (R£1.9 km, MsO.M*"5)- are obtained. These follow from 

combining the value of the average observed peak temperature in the 

burst (blackbody spectrum assumed) together with the requirement that 

the luminosity does not exceed the local critical luminosity,(Joss 

1978>% The limits contradict the values obtained from calculations 

of neutron star models^which are larger by a factor of >3.5. The low 

valuesof mass and radius arise solely from general relativistic 

effects. The contradiction can be removed if the burst luminosity is 

highly non-isotropic or if static equilibrium in the surface layers 

(which is assumed in He flash models) is rejected. 
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I. Introduction 

X-ray bursters were first discovered by Grindlay et al. (1976) 

and their observed properties were reviewed by Lewin (1977) and by 
e 

Lewin and Joss (1977). X-ray burst sources are characterized by rise 

times of <1 , decay time scales of 1/3-30 and intervals between bursts 

of T-io -10 s. The average steady X-ray luminosity associated with 

the burst source is typically 10 times xthe time average of the burst 

luminosity. 

The observed locations of the X-ray bursters are consistent wit 

them being distributed spherically around the galactic center 

i.Lewin, 197"; Lenin and Joss, 19771. With this interpretation the 

average peak luminosity amounts to M O ergs . Swank et al. (1977) 
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and Hoffman et al. (1977) showed for some sources,that the X-ray 

spectrum in the tail of the burst could be described as that of a 

blackbody with a decreasing temperature. Van Paradijs (1978) studied 

the observed parameters of 10 burst sources and arrived at the same 

conclsuion. Furthermore, Van Paradijs found that the observed peak 

temperature was nearly the same for all the sources. Under the 

assumption that all the sources are neutron stars of 1.4M which 

radiate at their Eddington limit, Van Paradijs obtained a value of 

6.5 ±1.3 km for the radius of the neutron star. The radius can be 

estimated also on the basis of the assumed distances las mentioned 

above) by considering the observed peak temperature and flux. In this 

way an average radius of M O km results. 

Different theoretical models for the burst phenomenon were 

proposed (see Lewin and Joss (1977) for i review). We consider here 

that of thermonuclear flashes on an accreting neutron star which was 

investigated numerically by Joss (1978). The model itself was pro

posed by Woosley and Taam (1976) and Maraschi and Cavaliere (1977), 

and was considered also by Joss (1977), Lamb and Lamb (197S), and 

Taam and Picklum (1978). As the gravitational binding energy of the 

surface layers is larger by a factor of M O " than the liberated 

nuclear energy,Joss (1973) assumed an hydrostatic equilibrium to hold 

during the nuclear burning; the computations showed that this assump

tion was self-consistent. As a result the peak burst luminosity was 

somewhat less than the Eddington limit. 

General relativistic effects were neglected by Joss U9~S1 as 

they were assumed to be unimportant. In the following wc show :hat 

when general relativity is taken into account the assumption oi 
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hydrostatic equilibrium together with the observed values of the peak 

temperatures leads to stringent upper limits on the mass and radius of 

the neutron star : M<0.51M , R<1.9Kn , in conflict with the values 

resulting from neutron star models. 

II. Calculations 

Let the X-ray burst be emitted from the surface of a neutron star 

with mass M and radius R. In accord with Van Paradijs (1978) let us 

assume the surface to radiate as a blackbody. Therefore 

47rrfT4R" = L (1) 

where all quantities are those defined by a local observer situated 

on the neutron star's surface. Let us assume further in accord with 

Joss (1978) that hydrostatic equilibrium holds, then using the genera] 

relativistic equations for stellar structure (Thome 1967; 1977)we find 

L < L , **S™ _2GM -h 
< c-R 

This is easily understood since an atom with mass m at rest on the 

neutron star's surface,experiences in its local frame a gravitational 

force -=-r (1 - ~TK) * [see Misner et al., 1973) and a radiation R * czR 

pressure force -.—XT , where f- is the opacity. In effect L = (l-S)L 
r 4TTCR* r cr 

p 
where B = -S^ *0.2 at the outer surface layers (Joss 1977). 

The observed temperature T , and the temperature measured by 

an observer on the surface of the neutron star T, are related through 

iMisner et al. , 1973) 

T . = T ( l - ^ ) ! : (3) 
obs c.R 

Combining eqs.flj, (2) and (3; we find 



R2 < _ ^ _ (1 .2GM j3/j C4J 

k ^ o b S
 C'R 

For the values of T . found by Van Paradijs (1978) we get 

n2 , ,n M_ 2GM 3/2 
M. C " C2R} 

R< < 30 5P- (1 - 3j=) C5) 

hence 

Kn* 

R*SJ7c* x(l-»)'/Z--'0XU-2X)^ (6) 
o Km Km 

M = R ̂ - X = 20 Zjr X~(l-ZX)i/2 l'l 

with X £ = j ~ • Fro,n e1-(6) we find that R - I - S 6 ) c
 ; tne equality 

c R 
holding for X= 0.2. Similarly we find an upper limit for M by 

expressing , , 

G * -° G 

Eq.(71 implies that M i 0.308 M9; the equality holding for X=2/7. 

We note that both upper limits contradict strongly the values 

which follow from calculations of neutron star models: 

H = l-2 M ; R-7-lSj. . [See Arnett 5 Bowers 1977). 

Ill. Discussion 

In the preceding section v*e found that an hydrostatic boundary 

condition (as used by Joss 1978) uhich limits the lumino~it> beloiv 

the local critical luminosity, when combined together hitr: the 

observed peak temperatures of the bursts, leads to stringent upper 

limits tor the radius and mass of a neutron star. Vhese are smaller 

by a factor 23.5 than the values arrived at by cai juia: :or.s of neutron 

s*ar models. 

These upper limits are due to the general relativistic term 

3/T 
(1--X) - which appears on the right aanu side JI eqs.-.ti an̂ . t 
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lt comes out that general relativity is important both qualitatively 

(the mere existence of such upper limits) and quantitatively (the low 

3/ 
values of these limits). The correction tern (1-2X) * is not close 

to unity at all. For the values considered by Van Paradijs (1978) 

and Joss (.1978) namely M = 1.4 M , and R = 6.S Kn it equals 0.216. 

The fact that general relativistic effects are so large seems to us 

to be the main result of this letter. 

Our results remain valid even if only a fraction of the neutron 

si-sr's surface is involved in the burst emission, as long as the 

luminosity is isotropic. Two ways out are possible. First if the 

assumption of isotropic emission is rejecteu^then a much larger 

luminosity is required to balance gravity. Milgrom (19781 suggested 

that the galactic bulge sources and the steady X-ray sources associated 

with the bursters, involve a neutron star with a weak magnetic field, 

so that the accretion disk extends down to the neutron star's surface. 

In this case the burst is likely to originate from the region of the 

neutron star's surface close to the border of the accretion disk, so 

that the burst luminosity will be highly unisotropic; most of the 

emitted radiation will be ."lmost tangent to the neutron star's 

surface. . 

Vhe second possible way out is rejecting the requirement of 

hydrostatic equilibrium during the burst. The fact that the gravita

tional binding energy of the surface layers is larger than the 

r.jcloar energy liberated during the burst, does not prevent the most 

OJI.T :.iyer from o-.-ing riown out by tne radiation pressure. The 

rat-. •.: .>:ujl-. ::.ar'v: flows out can be estimated by 

MV 'L/C (8) 
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i.hcre V is roughly the escape velocity from the neutron star's surface. 

The typical duration of the peak luminosity is M , so that we get 

18 
that ^ 10 are pushed out by the radiation pressure. This is 

-21 
rather small when compared to the 10 gr which accumulate between two 

successive bursts (Joss 1978). Even so it is clear that both the 

luminosity scale and the interplay between convection and radiation 

mechanisms of heat transport, are likely to change. 

Finally we note that the estimate of the radius based on the 

assumed distances to the sources^ is not changed so much when general 

relativity is taken into account. We write 

47roJTT4 = L I.9J 

where again T and L are the values measured by an observer on the 

surface of the neutron star . L is related to the observed flux. 

F , by (Misnar et al. 1979) obs 

L - W r o b s d - = ^ ' U-0 

where d is the disance to the source. Making use of eqs.,3. and 

(]0) we get 

R = - ^ l ~ d u-:x)'
: n-

obs 

For X = 0.2 the correction term =*0.7? so that the calculated radius 

changes from M O Km to "̂ 7.7 Km. 

I thank Dr. M. Milgrom for useful discussions. 
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